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1. T700 components are extremely heavy, it is
essential that a lifting plan has been produced prior
to any lifting operation.
2. Operatives should not be in the vicinity of the
excavator during the lifting process.
3. If waler support brackets are to be used to support
the frame then there must be at least two supportthe frame then there must be at least two support
brackets per installed component. If hanging chains
are to be used then MGF recommend to use every
available lifting point.
4. Ensure that the chain rating and quantity are
sufficient for what is being hung from it.
5. Hydraulic brace is extremely heavy and should
only be assembled, installed and removed byonly be assembled, installed and removed by
competent persons in accordance with a site-specific
detailed design & installation sequence and MGF
installation guidelines. Consideration must be given to
the weight of the components when preparing lifting
plans on site.
6.  When assembling on site ensure that all pins and
retaining clips are in place and secured and all boltsretaining clips are in place and secured and all bolts
are installed and fully tightened with a minimum two
threads visible beyond the nut.
7.  It is advised to confirm the ram pressure is being
held before continuing works.
8.  Ensure all hydraulic ram lock off valves are closed
and all corner pins in place and secured using the
retaining clips provided prior to commencing works.retaining clips provided prior to commencing works.
Release the pump pressure to ease removal of the
hydraulic hoses. Never release ram pressure by
depressing the nipple of the male quick release valve.
9. Individual brace legs should be visually inspected
for damage, excessive deflection or loss of ram
pressure prior to entering the excavation.
10. Legs should always be installed square and plumb10. Legs should always be installed square and plumb
to the excavation walls ensuring contact with all the
inward facing sheet pans. If this is not possible any
gaps must be securely packed by using hardwood
wedges prior to final pre-loading of the hydraulic rams.
11. Safe access/egress, edge protection (for
personnel) and barrier protection (for plant) should
always be considered.always be considered.
12. Prior to removal of systems all hydraulic rams
must be released and retracted to avoid the need for
excessive extraction forces and to avoid damaging
corner joints.
13. No matter how much care is taken during the
installation and removal of hydraulic bracing systems
some ground movement will occur in the areassome ground movement will occur in the areas
immediately surrounding the excavation. Great care
must be taken when specifying these systems for use
adjacent to existing structures and services.
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MGF’s T700 Brace is used in conjunction with 
MGF’s 406 UC Brace via transition pieces. It can 
also be used as a rigid waler with bracing struts, it 
is compatible with MGF 400, 600 and 1000 Series 
Bracing Struts and available in lengths up to 12.0m. 

All components should be laid on timber skids 
outside of the excavation. Ensure the weight of 
each load is known and that a suitable 2 leg chain 
is specified. It is essential to ensure the loads are 
balanced correctly so that the lift is stable.

Due to the size and weight of the T700 Brace 
lengths these are assembled in the excavation and 
must only be used with fully toed in, well installed 
8mm thick steel sheet piles/trench sheets providing 
sufficient stability to support the brace during works.

If 406 UC components are required, these can be 
part assembled outside of the excavation.
T700 Brace legs can be combined with 406 UC 
Brace legs to create a frame.

Excavate to the required depth to enable the top 
frame to be assembled, usually max. 1.0m deep.
The 406 UC hydraulic power pack should be
connected to the T700 Transition Type 2 prior to 
lowering into the excavation.

The hydraulic power pack should now be
extended using the motorised pump to the
desired length. The Transition piece can then be 
connected to the powerpack by carefully lining up 
the connecting lugs.

Insert the 50mm diameter 406 UC connecting pin 
and securing in place using an R- clip.
End plates are bolted together using 6No. grade 
8.8 M30 nuts and bolts.
Recommended Minimum Torque = 1000Nm

These assembled components should now be
lowered into the excavation onto suitable timber 
supports or pre-installed waler support brackets.

With the difference in height of the 2 section types, 
the level of these supports must be different to suit 
either the 406 UC or the T700 components.
Once a complete leg has been installed, make 
sure it bears evenly on all supports.

T700 parts are lifted into the excavation seperately, 
and connected together (taglines advised). Line up 
the connecting lugs and insert a 60mm diameter 
T700 connecting pin, secure with r-clip. End plates 
to be bolted together using 8 M30 nuts and bolts.

The 406 UC powerpack is installed last. Retract 
the powerpack. The inner is pinned to the adjacent 
leg. Extend the powerpack, now connect the outer 
lugs to the leg, when aligned install the pin. Once 
all legs are installed pre-load each powerpack.

Continue to install the remaining legs in the same 
way. The end of the brace leg will require stepping 
back down to 406 UC using the T700 Transition 
Type 1. Install the remaining legs. The final leg is 
installed from the opposite end to the other legs.

MGF recommend a max. pre-load of 1500 psi/100 
Bar, higher pre-loads can be allowed, please
contact MGF for further details. Examine frame
perimeter ensuring alignment of the legs are 
straight and doesn’t visibly bow into the excavation.

If the design requires cross struts or knee braces 
then 400 Series 3500kN swivels can connect to 
the T700 Brace using transition plates.
The bracing strut should be built up as shown in 
the Bracing Strut Safe System of Work.

There is one T700 swivel transition detail that
accepts both 400 Series 3500kN swivels. The 
type A swivel, predominately used in knee braces 
can be installed in 2 positions depending on the 
angle of the knee brace. Both swivels should only 
be installed to rake in a horizontal plane.

T700 Brace extensions feature integrated shear 
stops, for use with bracing struts.
Once the bracing strut is assembled the swivel 
transition plate should be attached to both swivels 
at either end of the strut using M24 x 100
countersunk bolts.

Ensure the swivel transition plate is assembled
correctly, it is essential the swivel plate fully bears 
onto the shear stop. M24 washers must be used 
with the countersunk bolts. The swivel plate and
transition plate must be flush with each other on 
the bearing face.

The strut swivel plates should sit on the ledger of 
the transition plate. Extend the strut to the desired 
length. The upper swivel transition waler clamp 
can now be loosely bolted to each transition plate 
using M30 bolts. Lower the bracing strut into
position onto the waler frame, control with taglines.

Once the bracing strut has been positioned on the 
waler the hydraulic strut can be pressurised so 
each end of the strut swivel plates bear fully onto 
the shear stops. The strut can now be taken to the 
required pre-load pressure.
Fully tighten the upper clamp. Lower clamps can 
now be installed.
Once the required bracing struts are installedOnce the required bracing struts are installed
excavating can continue until the level of the next 
frame.

Removal
Removal is a reverse of installation, ensuring material is
backfilled and compacted as extraction proceeds.
Maintenance
Prior to permitting entry always ensure:
       Tank Brace legs are installed plumb, square and 
level to each other
    All components are fitted and show no signs of 
damage, distress or fluid/pressure loss
    Safe means of access/egress is provided from within 
the excavation

See MGF                 channel  for installation guidance:
https://www.youtube.com/user/MGFLtd
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